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ABSTRACT

The use of integrated circuit processing technology in order to manufacture
Microelectromechanical systems is a relatively recent field of research. Texas
Instruments, DLP^^ has been the leader in optical MEMS devices, by inventing a
commercially viable means of MEMS for projection displays. This thesis starts with a
brief intioduction to the DMD^"^ device, which is the heart of DLP™^ technology.
Then it gives a brief overview of hinge-related failures. The main objective of the
thesis is to establish a relationship between hinge thickness, pre-bake temperature,
and hinge sag in DMD"^ devices. In order to achieve the goals of the thesis a Design
of Experiments has been performed. The step-by-step approach of the experiment, the
collection of data, and a detailed analysis of the results have been discussed in the
thesis.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Digital Light Processing (DLP™) is an optical system that is driven by digital
electronics. At the heart of the DLP technology is a Digital Micromirror Device
(DMD
DLP

), which is created and designed by Texas Instruments. Other elements of a
projector include a light source, a color filter system, a cooling system, and

illumination and projection optics. Combining all these different elements DLP is
able to create a digitally projected image that is far more superior than any other
technology currently available.'
Three major advantages separate the DLP^^ technology from other existing
optical projection technologies. The digital nature of DLP enables noise-free, precise
image quality with color reproduction capabilities. DLP is better than the existing
LCD technology because it is based on the reflective DMD^"^ and does not require
polarized light. The million micromirrors that exist on a DMD^"^ are very closely
spaced, which creates the illusion of a seamless image wdth greater resolution.'
As mentioned earlier, at the core of the Digital Light Processing technology is
the DMO™", which is basically a semiconductor light switch. This switch contains a
million miniscule aluminum mirrors, each of which are sitting on a static random
access memory cell (SRAM). Depending on the state of the underlying SRAM cell,
the mirrors are able to tiU to one direction or another creating 'on' and 'ofF positions.
The tilting capability of the mirrors, combined with the light source and the optics.

provide the DMD™ with the ability to project or restrict light on a particular area of
the projected image.^
Between each mirror and the SRAM cell exists a couple of other layers one of
which is called the 'yoke' or the beam. This beam is coimected to two very thin
hinges, which in turn are cormected to two hinge posts. These hinge posts are attached
to the underlying substrate called metal 3 and allow the yoke to be stable in a
suspended position. Metal 3 is cormected to the underlying CMOS layer. Electrostatic
fields that are generated between the beam and the imderlying memory cell allow the
tilting of the mirror. The mecharucal superstmcture diagram of a mirror shovm in
Figure 1.1 can give a better idea of the relative position of the mirror, the yoke, the
hinge, metal 3 and the CMOS substiate.

Figure 1.1: Mechanical superstmcture of a DMD
TM

Source: Larry Hombeck, "hitroduction to DMD

TM

& DLP

Technology", 2000.

As already mentioned, the whole address circuit and the electiomechanical
stmcture on top of that, the superstmcture, have only one purpose, the fast and precise
rotation of the aluminum micromirror. The hinge plays a central role in enabling that
process. Two air gaps are created between the mirror and the metal-3 layer by plasma
etching a sacrificial layer. These two air gaps are called spacer 1 and spacer 2, and
they ensure the rotation of the mirror about two compliant torsion hinges. The thin
hinges play a central role in the free and smooth movement of the mirrors. The air
gaps can be better visualized by the image shown in Figure 1.2.^

Figure 1.2: DMD

superstmcture process detailing spacer 1 and spacer 2
TM

Source: Larry Hombeck, "Intioduction to DMD

TM

& DLP

Technology", 2000.

In order to achieve a large tilt angle (10 to 12 degrees) with conventional 5
volt CMOS devices, the DMD™ pixel is operated by implementing an
electiostatically bistable mode. At the upper end, a bias voltage is applied to the yoke
and the mirror. When the bias voltage applied to the mirror is zero, the only force

acting on the mirror and the yoke is the hinge torque and the mirror settles at a flat
state. The bias produces a net torque at non zero rotation angles when the electiostatic
equilibrium is broken. If one side of the yoke and mirror are closer to the address
electrodes than that side is attracted more strongly then the other. When a sufficient
high bias voltage is applied to the yoke, two more stable equilibrium positions are
created at +1-10 degrees of tilt. If the bias voltage is increased even more, the energy
barrier between the flat state and the tilted states disappear. The pixel ends up with
only two stable positions at +10 and -10 degrees and becomes bistable. This result
leads to the smallest address voltage requirement. A very small change in the address
electrode voltages sends the mirrortiltingto one side or the other. Figure 1.3 below
can help provide a better imderstanding of the bias voltage applied.^

Figure 1.3: DMD™ Pixel Electrical Schematic
TM

Source: Larry Hombeck, "Introduction to DMD

TM

& DLP

Technology", 2000.

To evaluate the performance of the DMD,™ the optical test equipment
sweeps the bias voltage while it counts the number of functional mirrors at each
voltage step. This is called a bias voltage sweep and it produces a bias curve. At low
voltages mirrors do not land due to insufficient electiostatic force. As the bias voltage
is increased more and more mirtors start to land. When the bias voltage is aroimd 16
volts almost 50% of the mirrors have landed on a good DMD^^chip. The voltage is
still ramped up to 24 volts to ensure that all the mirrors have landed. Since the curves
are consistent, representative points can be taken and their shift in relation to time can
be plotted. Now Vbmax (the bias voltage at which the last mirror lands) is not always a
good parameter to go by when looking at bias voltage measurements, due to the fact
that it can be driven by one last mirror that refuses to budge even though all the other
mirrors have already landed at a much lower voltage. So, the standardized parameter
that is monitored when looking at bias voltages is the voltage at which 50% of the
mirrors have landed. This voltage is called Vb50 and it has been observed for both the
17- and the 14-micron pixel, the average and optimumVB50 reading should be
around 16 volts to ensure the smooth operation of a DMD^^ pixel.^
The general idea used to be that if Vb50 turned out to be higher than usual for
a specific lot, that must indicate that the hinge metal deposited during the fabrication
process was too thick, resulting in stionger hinges, and vice versa if VB50 turned out
to be lower than usual. The stionger hinge results in the need for a higher bias
voltage to land the mirtors, which is not desired. On the other hand, a hinge that is too

weak can cause hinges to break prematurely. A VB50 of 16 volts indicated that the
hinge thickness was perfect.
Recent studies have shown that even though the thickness of a hinge has not
changed from lot to lot, VB50 has been different for two different lots. More in depth
research has shown the cause for this to be a phenomenon where the hinge has
'sagged' or 'dipped'. Due to the 'sag' in the hinge, the bias voltage is changing from
its optimum level. Other effects of hinge sag are shorts and changes in tilt angle,
resulting in fails in thefield.Figure 1.4 can help provide better understanding of the
hinge sag phenomenon. The sag has been highly exaggerated for better understanding
purposes.

Figure 1.4: DMD

hinge sag (exaggerated)
TM

Source: Larry Hombeck, "Inti-oduction to DMD

TM

& DLP

Technology", 2000.

The reason for hinge sag has been pin pointed to the pre bake process in the
fab. After the superstmcture has been placed on top of the CMOS layer and windows
have been put on the die, the die are placed into a heating oven. The thickness of the
hinges is in the lOO's of angstroms level and heating causes the tiny metal hinges to
sag. Pre baking is an essential part of the DMD^^ fabrication process because it deals
with pixel release issues.
This paper investigates the relationship between hinge thickness, pre bake
temperature and hinge sag and how it affects VB50. Theoretical approaches of how to
solve the hinge sag problem through a metallurgical approach are being researched by
other individuals in the DLP"^ group. The objective of this project is to perform a
statistical analysis by varying hinge thickness and Pre bake temperature during the
fabrication process, in order to produce a stable VB50 measurement taking into
account the occurrence of hinge sag. The data has been used to perform a fiiU
factorial analysis, and results allow a prediction of the performance hinge sag.
Chapter 2 discusses the importance of statistical analysis in improving yield in
a semiconductor industry. It also provides insight into hinge related fails that occur
during the fabrication of the DMD™^. Finally it briefly discusses why the Taguchi
method has been chosen for the analysis of hinge thickness versus pre-bake versus
hinge sag scenario.
Chapter 3 elaborately discusses the method that has been used for the purpose
of the experiment. Experiment setup and execution are detailed in this chapter as
well.

Chapter 4 gives detailed insight into the analysis and results of the
experiment. The sigiuficance of thesefindingsis also the topic of discussion.
The conclusions that are the result of Chapter 4 are included in chapter 5.
Future recommendations for further improvement of the experimental data are also
included in this chapter.

CHAPTER 2
OVERVIEW OF PARAMETRIC STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
AND HINGE RELATED FAILURES

2.1 The semiconductor production process
The semiconductor production process can be divided into three major areas
of production: design, fabrication and test. The design stage entails the layout of
circuit components and intercoimections wdthin a specified area. For a semiconductor
design to work properly, all of the circuitry and interconnections must be designed
with exact precision.
The second stage of the production process is called fabrication. This stage
consists of numerous individual steps where pattems are imprinted on a wafer and
transistors are created and interconnected to form the desired circuitry of the
semiconductor. In the fabrication process of the D M D ^ on top of the transistors and
intercoimections, the superstmcture layer is also created. The success of the wafer
fabrication is often dependent on the quality and accuracy of the design and the
ability of the manufacturer to properly implement the design onto a wafer. Within the
wafer fabrication process, there are several instances where the manufacturer is able
to conduct measurements and inspections on the wafer to determine whether the
semiconductors are being manufactured properly and whether they are working as
intended. Measurement and analysis is cmcial to the semiconductor production
process and eariy detection of problems can result in sigiuficant savings.

The third stage of the production process is called testing. The two major
areas of concern during testing are defects and reliability. In the DMD™ fabrication
process, testing is perforaied in three separate stages. The first stage is before the
windows are put on the individual die. The second testing stage occurs after the
fabrication process is complete. The third testing stage is a visual testing stage, where
test operators examine the chip for optical defects.'*

2.2 The cost of semiconductor fabrication
According to Dataquest, the cost of aftiUyfunctional semiconductor
fabrication plant grew from around $200 million in 1983 to approximately $1.8
billion in 1999. Dataquest also predicts that worldwide semiconductor production
equipment spending will increase from $34.6 billion in 1999 to $72.8 billion by 2004.
Considering the astionomical amount of capital required to establish a semiconductor
fabrication facility, a high level of production efficiency is essential for
semiconductor manufacturers maximize the return on invested capital and competed
with other manufacturers.'*

2.3 The importance of "yield"
The efficiency of the semiconductor production process is commonly
characterized in terms of "yield," which is the percentage of properly functioning
devices produced at each stage in the production process. Each new semiconductor
design is characterized by a unique production yield learning curve. Initial yields are
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typically low, but often improve over time due to "yield learning", which is the
process of identifying defects and their causes and resolving the underlying problems.
Since sales prices and profit margins are typically much higher in the eariy part of a
new semiconductor product cycle, a small acceleration of the semiconductor
production process yield learning curve can have a meaningful impact on a
semiconductor company's revenue and profitability. As the product matures, it is also
important to monitor and maintain yield on an ongoing basis to maximize production
efficiency. In addition, in a volatile market environment where capacity utilization
rates fluctuate, yield improvement always remains important, as manufacturers strive
to improve efficiencies and costs during such times. Given the costs of a
semiconductor fabrication facility and the economics of production efficiency, the
rate of yield learning is a competitive differentiator for every semiconductor
company."*

2.4 The importance of data collection in yield analysis
Numerous factors can contribute to yield losses in the semiconductor
production process. These factors are attributed to the design, fabrication and test
stages and can be commonly characterized in two groups. These are random failures
and systematic failures. Random failures are commonly caused by defects that exist
in the fabrication process, such as airbome contamination in the clean room.
Systematic failures on the other hand can be caused by any non-random source, such
as environmental changes, design sensitivity, material defects etc. Therefore, in order

11

to properly identify the factors that affect yield, semiconductor companies must
collect, analyze and store an incredible amount of data that is generated throughout
the semiconductor production process.

2.5 The need for statistical analysis
Data are only cmde information and not knowledge by themselves. The
sequence from data to knowledge is:fromdata to information, from information to
facts, andfinally,from fact to knowledge. Data becomes information only when it is
processed and analyzed the right way and becomes relevant to the problem at hand.
Statistics provides the tool for correct analysis of the data. Information becomes fact
when the data has been analyzed statistically and fact becomes knowledge when it
assists in the successfiil completion of the decision making process. Therefore,
detailed statistical analysis of the data at hand is imperative for a complete and correct
solution to yield loss problems in the semiconductor industry.

2.6 DMD^^ yield loss and reliability issues due to hinge related fails
Many aspects of the DMD™" failure mechanism are predictable since the
CMOS level of the DMD^^ is similar to other semiconductor products, fabricated
using a fiiUy qualified CMOS technology. The superstmcture of the DMD™ is also
buih using most of the same materials and processes as other semiconductor CMOS
chips. There are some aspects of the DMD™ failure mechanism that are only
specific to the superstmcture and are not predictable based on past CMOS experience.
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A major portion of failures and reliability issues that concern the superstmcture can
be associated with the hinge.
As mentioned in chapter one, the hinge plays a vital role in the proper
operation of a micromirror. The next few sections of this chapter briefly discuss three
of the major DMD™ specific hinge related failure mechanisms.

Figure 2.1: Cross section of a hinge
TM

Source: Larry Hombeck, "hitroduction to DMD

TM

& DLP

Technology", 2000

2.6.1 Hinge fatig:ue^
Hinge fatigue was one of the major concerns regarding hinge related failure
mechanisms. Calculations had shown that a mirror needed to switch more than
90*10'° times in the lifetime of a DMD™" to ensure that the product was reliable. At
first,finiteelement analyses were performed using bulk properties of aluminum to
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model the hinge. Analysis results provided reasons to be concerned with devices
failing much earlier.
To test the analysis, an experiment was designed to accelerate the switching
frequency of the mirrors by a factor often. A small sample of devices was put to test,
and all the devices rapidly exceeded the desired number offlipswith no signs of
broken hinges. The sample was then increased and a greater number of devices were
tested. The results were still similarly successful.
Additional studies were done to investigate why the hinge lifetime of the
devices that were put to test had greatiy exceeded the initial finite element analysis
estimates. It was discovered that the modeling should have been done using the thin
film properties of metal, instead of bulk properties. Bulk models of macroscopic
fatigue are based on dislocations piling up at the surface of the metal. As the density
of the dislocations increases, fatigue cracks begin to appear, the cracks accumulate,
until the yield point is reached and the hinge breaks, causing 'hinge fatigue' fails.
In reality the hinge is made of very thinfilm,being only one grain thick. It
provides two free surfaces to restiain any dislocation. As a result, the thin film
material does not accumulate a high enough density a dislocations to form fatigue
cracks. In addition to the test results a sample of hinges were inspected for fatigue
cracks using a transmission electron microscope. Even at locations where stress was
expected to be at the maximum level, there was no evidence of dislocations. The
model was then refined with thin film metal and found to follow the test result.

14

2.6.2 Hinge memory^
Another sigiuficant hinge related failure encountered during the development
stages of the DMD

was 'hinge memory.' Hinge memory occurs when a mirror is

switched in the same direction for a long period oftime.Due to being strained
towards a specific direction more than the other direction, the mirtor shows a small
amount of residual tilt even when no bias voltage is applied. The mirror continues to
operate correctly as long as the electrostatic field can direct the mirror to the desired
direction. Studies have shown that when the residual tilt exceeds 30 to 40% of the
rotation angle, mirrors cease to operate correctly. Figure 2.2 shows a mirror
exhibiting hinge memory properties.

Figure 2.2: A mirror that does not return to a flat position after electrostatic fields are
removed, and thus exhibits "Hinge Memory"
Source: M.R Douglass, "Lifetime Estimates and Unique Failure Mechanisms of the
Digital Micromirror Device (DMD)."
Contributing factors to hinge memory are operating temperature and mirror
duty cycle. The operating temperature is defined as the temperature at which the
15

DMD

is operating. Duty cycle for hinge memory calculations is defined as the

percentage of time mirrors are addressed to one side in relation to the other (as an
example a 5/95 duty cycle means the mirtors touch the on-side 5% of the time and the
off-side 95% of the time). The main cause can be attributed to metal creep of the
hinge material. Studies have resulted in the selection of an improved hinge material
that lessened the effects of metal creep exhibited in earlier stages. Further research is
still being done on the hinge fatigue issue and improvements are on the way. Figure
2.3 shows a series of bias voltage curves for a group of DMD^^ devices. Shifting of
the curves towards the positive side of the X-axis is a measure of hinge memory.

Figure 2.3: Bias voltage sweep test to observe hinge memory properties
Source: M.R Douglass, "Lifetime Estimates and Unique Failure Mechanisms of the
Digital Micromirror Device (DMD)."
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2.6.3 Hinge sag
The definition of the 'hinge sag' phenomenon has already been discussed in
chapter one. This section deals with what has been accomplished prior to the project
at hand. As mentioned eariier 'hinge sag' is caused by the relatively high temperature
in the pre bake ovens that are used to release the lubricating PFDA from the getters
and for stiffness relief of the hinge. PFDA is a compound used to lubricate the mirtors
so that the release process is smooth and stiction free.
'Hinge sag' was first identified on the 17-micron DMD™. Analysis had
shovm that even though thickness of the hinge on a particular wafer was within
desirable limits, the VB50 measurements tended to go out of specifications. Hinge
thickness is measured in the fab at regular intervals. The process of measuring hinge
thickness is to deposit the target thickness of hinge metal on a selected 'pilot' wafer.
Then the thickness of the metal deposited is measured using a 'Rigaku' machine that
enables precise measurements at angstiom levels.

2.6.3.1 The 'Rigaku' diffractometer^
The 'Rigaku' is basically a very high-resolution diffractometer. Features of
the 'Rigaku' are given below:
•

A high precision 3-axis thin film goniometer enables in-plane
measurement.

•

Different incident optical systems can be set up by selectively
combining a multilayer mirror with several 4-crystal monochromators.
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•

Rigaku rotating anode generators, coupled with a multilayer mirtor,
produce a powerful X-ray source capable of measuring extiemely thin
films.

It had been already established through statistical analysis of histoncal data,
that the main driver of VB50 measurements was hinge thickness. When VB50 varied
even though hinge thickness appeared to be the same, a new problem was
encountered. In depth research was performed on the 17-micron devices and the
concept of hinge sag was bom. In the experiments performed, hinge thickness was
varied from lot to lot and hinge sag was measured before and after pre bake. Hinge
sag variations of around a thousand angstroms were discovered. Pre bake temperature
was identified as the main cause of hinge sag.
Even though studies have been performed relating pre bake temperature to
hinge sag, no in-depth, precise set of experiments had yet been performed varying
hinge thickness, pre bake temperature, and hinge sag and relating them altogether.
This experiment concentrates on relating all three parameters and being able to
predict VB50 measurements based on those parameters.
Moreover, even though 14-micron and 17-micron devices are based on the
exact same technology, in the field, variances have been observed within different
parameters of each device. So, the engineering group feels it necessary to perform
hinge sag analysis on the 14-micron device as well.

18

As a result, this experiment has been performed specifically targeting the 14micron devices; in order to acquire better understanding of how the device reacts to
hinge thickness and pre bake temperature changes, in terms of hinge sag.

2.7 The statistical approach chosen
2.7.1 Design of experiments
The statistical analysis method chosen in this project to arrive at a conclusive
solution is called a 'Design of Experiments' (DOE). A DOE is a powerful statistical
technique introduced by R. A. Fisher in England in the 1920's to study the effect of
multiple variables simuhaneously. The basic idea is to create a small set of
experiments, in which all pertinent factors are varied systematically. The set usually
does not contain more than ten to twenty experiments. The subsequent analysis of the
resulting experimental data will identify the optimal conditions, the factors that most
affect the result and the presence of interaction among the variables. In today's
quality engineering world, there are two main approaches that have been chosen to
conduct a successful DOE. They are the classical method (full factorial or fractional
full factorial) and the Taguchi Method. The Taguchi method is widely used in the
modem world since it is an optimization of the classical full factorial array method
and can reduce experimental cost and time significantly. But for a relatively small 2
factor 3 level design of experiments, such as the one chosen for this experiment, the
number of tests that need to be run are relatively small and so the classical full
factorial approach has been chosen for the following reasons.

19

2.7.2 Advantages of the full factorial approach ^
Advantages of the full factorial approach are as follows:
•

No assumptions about presence of interactions are necessary before
running the experiment.

•

It is the presence of interactions in complex industrial processes that often
make prediction of future process behavior difficult or impossible. In
experimentation, it is vital to be able to clearly and independentiy
investigate the effects of interactions.

•

The sequential nature of a classical full factorial design allows for the
building up of increasingly complex empirical models to predict future
process behavior. Empirical models can be displayed - graphically,
visualizing relationships among variables.

20

CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL SET UP AND DATA ACCUMULATION

3.1 Setting up the factors
As it has already been discussed in the previous chapter, the hinge sag
phenomenon was first discovered in the 17-micron devices and research was done
showing a relationship of hinge sag to pre bake temperature.
It has also been mentioned that VB50 values in DMD™ tend to change due to
hinge sag. Previously hinge thickness was thought of as being the major factor
contributing to shifts in VB50. Considering all this the contributing factors in this
experiment concerning 14-micron devices was relatively simple to choose. The hinge
thickness was a major factor being the main contributor of VB50 shifts from lot to lot.
and Pre bake temperature was the second factor since it had been proven to be the
main cause of hinge sag in 17-micron devices. So, the plan of the DOE was to try to
vary only hinge thickness and pre bake temperature in different lot and wafer
combinations and to try to keep everything else in the process constant. That way,
hinge sag effects on DMO™* devices due to only those two factors could be
measured.
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3.1.1 Setting up the hinge thickness levels
The current hinge thickness target to achieve the desired VB50 is based on
historical data. Historical data and characterization results establish an equation that
can predict the VB50 change in relation to a certain amount of change in hinge
thickness. Based on that equation, 3 levels of hinge thickness values were chosen.
The median value was the current target value. Of the two other values chosen, one
was higher than the target hinge thickness targeted to provide a VB50 in the high end
of the specification, and the other was lower than the target hinge thickness designed
to provide a VB50 value in the low end of the specification. Based on historical data,
even though the upper and lower specification limits for hinge thickness are even
more spread apart, devices with a VB50 value lower than the low target chosen have
a high failure rate, as does devices with a VB50 value higher than the chosen high
target.

3.1.2 Setting up pre bake temperature levels
As discussed earlier, the pre bake process is an essential part in the proper
operation of the micro mirrors. Tests have shown that the cmrent target temperature is
very close to the absolute maximum temperature allowed, because above this
temperature massive hinge sag takes place and devices start to fail completely.
On the other hand around 20°C below the target, the hinge starts to become
stiffer. Life tests have shown that the plastic creep effect starts to take place and
hinges start to torque. Since the metal creep affects thicker hinges more than thinner
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hinges, it is possible to go a little below with thinner hinges. But even with thinner
hinges, if the pre bake temperature is low, almost a blanket device failure can be
observed due to hinge stiffriess and hinge torque. This is a classic example of the
hinge memory characteristic among DMD™ devices, discussed in chapter two. Also,
due to hinge memory, tilt angle shifts from 10 to 6 degrees can be observed within the
devices.
Based on these absolute upper and lower limit bindings, three target
temperatures were chosen for the experiment within the specified limits. The highest
temperature chosen in this case was the absolute maximum allowed. The lowest
temperature range was the lowest allowed, where some effects of hinge fatigue may
show up, but not in major quantities. A median value between the two was chosen.

3.2 Preliminary test plan
The basic preliminary test plan was as follows:
1. Choose six wafers from DM0S4 before the hinge metal has been deposited
and create three new lots.
2. Deposit the chosen highest hinge thickness on two wafers.
3. Deposit the median and currently targeted thickness on the second two wafers.
4. Deposit the chosen lowest hinge thickness on the last two wafers.
5. Measure hinge sag before pre bake.
6. Randomly mix the devices that have different hinge thickness levels and
create three new lots.
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7.

At pre bake select a different temperature for each of the lots.

8. Record hinge sag after pre bake.
9. Compare pre pre-bake and post pre bake hinge sag.
10. Select samples and put them on life test to simulate field effects.
11. Record and compare T l , T4 and life test VB50 data.
Figure 3.1 summarizes the preliminary test flow to give a better understanding.

Higli husgc t'nlf.

Hintie i^ mtskimtintai

Pre bake at
Different temp cr attires
life test fails

Hbge sag ineasuretnent.
Life test

Low hinge thk
Tl VB50

Collect fails
Characterize fails

Figure 3.1: Preliminary test flow
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The problem associated with this approach was the cost of the wafers and the
time and complexity associated with changing the hinge thickness target every two
wafers. So, an altemative method of gathering the wafers that had the desired
variations in hinge thickness was explored.

3.3 Choice of wafers based on differences in hinge thickness
Historical hinge thickness data was analyzed on the basis of VB50 versus
hinge deposition date to find out if there was any period where VB50 matched the
three categories that had been chosen for this experiment.
After a close examination of the data a period was discovered where T4 VB50
ranged in the low end of the specification. Two wafers from this period were chosen
to serve as the lower limit of hinge thickness for the experiment. The Graph in Figure
3.2 shows the lot average VB50 distribution from the low VB50timeframe.
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Figure 3.2: Low lot average VB50 time frame
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Careful examination of the data also provided a time frame where VB50 fail
rate was very high and devices had been discarded due to high VB50. Two wafers
from this time frame were also chosen to serve as the higher limit of hinge thickness
for the experiment. Figure 3.3 shows the lot average T4 VB50 from the high VB50
time frame.
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Target+1
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Dale Information not provided (Tl propnetory infomialion)

Figure 3.3: High lot average VB50 time frame

Two wafers from current hinge thickness target that provided an average
hinge thickness in the median region was easily obtainedfromDMAT lot start also.
The graph in Figure 3.4 shows the lot average T4 VB50fromthis time frame.
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Figure 3.4: Median lot average VB50 time frame

3.4 Complete process flow and data accumulation for the experiment
3.4.1 Collecting wafer frames for hinge thickness measurement
reconfirmation
After the six wafers were chosen from three different parent lots, they were
started in DMAT lot start. The first hold point was set at saw, where individual die
are sawed off from the frame. The purpose of holding the die at that log point was to
collect the wafer frames so that hinge thickness measurement could be performed on
the die still attached to the frame. These die were CMOS fails.

3.4.2 Creation of child lots
Seven child lots were created from the three manufacturing lots. The list of the
manufacturing lots and their corresponding child lots are given in Table 3.1 below.
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Table 3.1: List of Manufacturing lots and con-esponding child lots
MFGLOT

ibn^FRf^ Low VB50
2
3
4
5
6
"7

Child lots
1
2
3

HSB^PT^! High VB50

1
2

Best Fit

1
2

8
Cl

Medium VB50

11

3.4.3 Tl test data collection
After the die were separated into their respective child lots, Tl testing was
performed on the die where the die are tested for thefirsttime after the superstmcture
has been put on. At this level no windows are on the die and no temperature has been
applied to the die. VB50 data was recorded for the die that passed Tl testing. Tl fails
that have only a few clusters of stuck mirrors but are operating perfectly otherwise
was collected from the child lots. A total of 41 die were collected from the child lots
for the purpose of the experiment. Tl passing die on all seven child lots were then
passed on vsdth the regular flow forfiirtherbaseline measurements down the flow.

3.4.4 Pre pre-bake Zygo measurements
A Zygo interferometer, is an optical instrument used to measure surface
topology using interfering parallel beams of light.
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3.4.4.1 Operation of a Zygo interferometer^
The Zygo is based on scanning white-light interferometry. In this technique a
pattern of bright and dark lines (fringes) result from an optical path difference
between a reference and a sample beam. Incoming light is split inside an
interferometer, one beam going to an intemal reference surface and the other to the
sample that is being measured. After reflection, the light beams recombine inside the
interferometer, undergoing constmctive and destmctive interference and producing
the light and dark fiinge pattern. In the Zygo a precision vertical scanning tiansducer
and camera together generate a three dimensional interferogram of the surface,
processed by a computer and transformed byfrequencydomain analysis, resulting in
a 3-D image.

3.4.4.2 Measurement performance^
Table 3.2 Measurement performance of'New view' Zygo
Scanner

Closed-loop, giezo-based with highly linear capacitive
sensors

Vertical ScanRaage Up to 150 jam (3940 |iin) standard, optional up to 5 mm
(0.20 (jin) on all models
Vertical Resolution 0 l n m ( 0 004 \na.)
Lateral Resolution 0 64 to 11.8 ^un, objective dependent
Data Scan Rate [Up to 10.5 \imfstc
Step Height
Accuracy

< 3.0%

Step Height < 0.5%at 1 sigma
Repeatability 1 5 % at 1 sigma
Max. Data Points 307,200, dependent upon sampling array
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Hinge Sag on the 17-micron device was also measured using the Zygo.
Though there are different ways of measuring hinge sag, for the purpose of being able
to relate data to the 17-micron device, measurements of 14-micron devices have been
taken the same way. The upper reference surface, when measuring hinge sag, is the
surface provided by the two hinge posts. Since the hinges gorightthrough the beam,
the lower reference point is the lowest point of the beam. Figure 3.5 can better
illustrate this concept.

Figure 3.5: Upper and lower reference for hinge sag measurement

When measuring, the hinge posts are aligned, and the elevation difference
between the hinge post and the lowest point of the beam is measured and is called the
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hinge sag. Images 3.6, 3,7, 3.8 and 3.9 portiay a step-by-step Zygo measurement
process in captiiring the hinge sag measurement for a DMD™ device.

Mask

Figure 3.6: Mask of the area selected

One of the main steps is to draw a mask over the hinge and the beam in order
to select the area the measurement is concentrated on. The image in Figure 3.6 is a
real image that has been locked down in order to select one specific mirror area. The
error free capture of the masked image is critical for cortect measurements.
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JUnge post

Beam Center

^ Hinse post

Figure 3.7: Reference line to measure distance from hinge post to beam center

Differences in color in the images indicate variations of height among the
surfaces. Since the hinge posts are not the same color in the image, which indicates
that the stage is not leveled perfectly. The stage has to be leveled manually in the
Zygo machine that has been used in this experiment. It is very difficult to level it
completely, especially when measurements are being taken at the nanometer level.
Hinge post references are selected and aligned when measurements are taken. This is
called 'referencing.'
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a Eza

Hinge post

Beam Center
Hinge post

Figure 3.8: Oblique plot with reference scales summarizing Hinge Sag

The actual measurement can be taken using a two dimensional image where
Zygo allows a cursor to be put on the two hinge posts and level the "reference' point.
Another cursor is then put on the lowest point of the beam. A table on therightof the
image shows the actual difference. Figure 3.9 shows this image. The hinge sag in this
case is the "ydisf, 632 angstroms.
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Figure 3.9 Measuring Hinge Sag

Zygo measurements for 42 die were taken. Measurements were taken for
representatives of all three lots based on hinge thickness. This was to serve as the
baseline hinge sag before any heat has been applied to the die.

3.4.5 Window passivation
A special work request needed to be submitted to the fab, requesting
permission to be able to run the special lots through the fabrication process. Since the
devices were fails as far as production was concerned and the temperature at pre bake
temperatures needed to be varied, the devices could not be run with the normal flow.
Window passivation is the process where windows are baked wdth the
lubrication solution that allows the mirrors to release freely, and then attached to each
individual die. At this log point, the devices were again put on hold. Windows that
have blemishes on the outside or inside carmot be used for real devices because the
blemishes appear on the screen when the die isfinallyused on a projector. For the
purpose of this experiment blemishes did not make any difference. So, windows that
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had no leakage, but did have blemishes and therefore were scrapped from the process
were used for the die in the experiment. This was done to save the overall cost of the
experiment.

3.4.6 Random mix of the die to create combination of hinge thickness
and pre bake temperature
This stage of the experiment was the most critical. In order to achieve a good
combination of all the different conditions of the experiment, the random mixing of
die with different hinge thickness was essential. Three new lots were created by
randomly mixing die from the previous child lots together. The previous child lots
were created based on similarities in hinge thickness. At this stage the purpose was to
mix die with different hinge thickness together, so that each temperature level at pre
bake would have representative die from all three hinge thickness. Table 3.3 lists the
new child lots and the individual die in each lot.

Table 3.3 List of the Pre bake oven child lots

LotP3
High Temperature Range

Hinge thickness lot
U^ (LowVBSOIot)
H2 (Median VB50 lot)
H3 ( High VBSO lot)

LotP2
Median Temperature Range

HI (LowVBSOIot)
H2 (Median VBSO lot)
H3 ( High VBSO lot)

LotP3
Low Temperature Range

H1 (LowVBSOIot)
H2 (Median VBSO lot)
H3 ( High VBSO lot)

Pre bake lot

Number of die

1

5

1

5
4

Total = 14
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1Total
_. _
= 14
1iTotal = 14

S
5

J
6
S
3

3.4.7 Pre bake
After the complex task of splitting up the die into new lots had been
accomplished, lots were put into a pre-bake oven. This had to be done serially since
only one oven could be used for the experiment. The rest of the ovens were mnning
production devices. Lot P3 was run at the high temperature, lot P2 was run at the
median temperature and lot PI was run at the low temperature. The standard time for
pre-bake was not changed.

3.4.8 T4 measurements and VB50 readings
T4 testing is performed on devices after windows have been put on and prebake and bum in have been performed. T4 data for all 42 die were recorded in this
experiment. VB50 readings were also taken.
T4 testing was also done for the devices that had originally passed Tl and
were passed on as regular die.
After T4 data was recorded the experimental lots were taken off theflowfor
interferometer measurements.

3.4.9 Post pre bake Zygo measurement
Interferometer measurements using the Zygo cannot be taken with the
windows on, so the windows were taken off of 33 of the die. Nine die, one for each
combination of hinge thickness and pre-bake temperature, were saved for a life test to
be performed later. Windows from these nine devices were kept intact and
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interferometer measurements could not be taken. On the rest of the die post pre-bake
interferometer measurements were taken and recorded in the same way it was done
before pre bake. The differences between Post Pre bake zygo readings and before Pre
bake zygo readings would be considered as hinge sag due to the pre bake process.

3.4.10 Life test
As mentioned in the previous section, nine of the die were preserved for life
test simulation. The die were put on a reliability life test at 65°C, and at a 5/95
rotation, meaning switching to one side 5 times and the other side 95 times. This test
puts special emphasis on the hinge. VB50 readings were measured ontiiesesdevices
at regular intervals during life test. The selected die was put on life test for a thousand
hours. Results of the life test will be discussed in the next chapter. The list of the die
is given in table 3.5.

Table 3.4 Life test die list
Die

RL S/9S
1 Life test
2 Life test
3 Life test
4 Life test
5 Life test
6 Life test
7 Life test
8 Life test
9 Life test

Hinqe Thickness lot #
H3 (High thickness)
H2 (Median thickness)
HI (Low Thickness)
H3 (High thickness)
H2 (Median thickness)
H1 (Low Thickness)
H3 (High thickness)
H2 (Median thickness)
H1 (Low Thickness)
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Pre bake lot U
P3 (High temperature)
P3 (High temperature)
P3 (High temperature)
P2 (Median temperature)
P2 (Median temperature)
P2 (Median temperature)
P1 (Low temperature)
P1 (Low temperature)
PI (Low temperature)

After the die had been put on life test and all the data necessary had been
collected the experiment was concluded. Analysis of the data and the test and life test
results are discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
DATA ANALYSIS AND JUSTIFICATION OF RESULTS

4.1 hitroduction to JMP™ "^
JMP

is a software package developed by the designers of SAS, which is a more

versatile package used by industry. Compared to JMP™, SAS has more data handling
capability, more programmability and more statistical depth. Compared to JMP™,
SAS is more expensive, has a much larger leaming curve, and needs more computing
resources. JMP^^, on the other hand, addresses smaller jobs with a product that is
smaller but is nevertheless able to handle the methods necessary for most analyses.
JM?™" comes with the following capabilities:
•

A data table window for editing, entering, and manipulating data

•

A broad range of graphical and statistical methods for data analysis

•

An extensive design of experiments module

•

Options to highlight and display subsets of data

•

A formula editor for grouping data and computing summary statistics

•

Special plots, charts, and communication capability for quality improvement
techniques

•

Tools for printing and moving analyses resuUs between applications

•

A scripting language for saving frequentiy used routines
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4.2 DOE using JMP™ ^
The Design of Experiments platform in JMP™ is a tool for creating designed
experiments and saving them in a JMP™ data table. JMP™ supports two ways to
make a design experiment. One way is to let JMP™* build a new design that both
matches the description of the engineering problem at hand and remains within
budget for time and material. The second is to choose a pre-formulated design from a
list of designs.
A JMP™ DOE dialog box allows the user to:
•

Enter factors and responses

•

Choose a design

•

Modify a design

•

Generate a JiytP™" table that contains the design runs.
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4.3 Hinge sag DOE analysis (!'' model with 88% data fit)
The DOE data table consisting of the resultant hinge sag based on variations
of three levels of hinge thickness and pre bake temperature is shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: DOE data table
'^ Midden oata
Design
•^ Source
"^ Modal

Pattern , Hinge Thtckness Pro Bake Temporaturo

3x3 F a d o r i * !

Hinge Seig

1

11

HI

PI

1

2

11

HI

PI

2

3

11

HI

P1

3

4

11

HI

PI

4

•

^

Columns (6/1)

5

11

HI

PI

(ED
0
O
©
(S
©

Pattern -^
Hinge Thickness
Pre Bake Temperaiure
Hinge Sag
T1 VBSO ( Lot Averragesj
T4 VBSO

6

12

HI

P2

1

7

12

HI

P2

2

8

12

HI

P2

3

g

12

HI

P2

4

10

12

HI

P2

11

13

HI

P3

1

13

HI

P3

2

13

13

HI

P3

3:

14

13

HI

P3

4;

IS

13

HI

P3

© Preci Formula Hinge Sag H-i

,

"*" R o w s
, AH R o w s
' Selected

4S
1

•

•

18

21

H2

P1

1'

17

21

H2

PI

2:

18

21

H2

PI

3

19 2 1
20 2 1
2 1 22

H2

PI

4

H2

PI

' H2

P2

1

32

22

H2

P2

2

23

22

P2
P2
P2

3."

24 2 2
2S 2 2

H2
H2
H2

26^ 23

H2

P3

1

27

23

H2

P3

2

28

23

H2

P3

3

28

23

H2

P3

4

30

23

H2

P3

31

31

H3

PI

1 '.

32

31

H3

P1

33

31

H3

PI

2:
W

34

31

H3

PI

3S

31

H3

PI

36

32

H3

P2

•
•
1

37

32

H3

P2

a':

38

32

H3

P2

3;

39

32

H3

P2

Ai

40

32

H3

P2

41

33

H3

P3

1.

42

33

H3

P3

22

43

33

H3

P3

3;,

44

33

H3

P3

4

45

33

H3

P3

4
A

•

"I

4

After careful analysis of both factors and their interactions, the following
model was chosen based on the fact that the model fitted closest to the experimental
data. A step-by-step analysis of the data is given in the following sections.
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4.3.1 Actual by predicted plot and summary nf fit
The actual by predicted plot is trying to fit a line with the actual experimental
data plotted on the Y-axis of the graph and the predicted data calculated by tiie
equation plotted on the X-axis. Figure 4.1 shows the actiial by predicted plot and
summary of fit data for the resultant hinge sag in this experiment.

rctual by Predicted Plot
!
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I
1
1
1
1
0
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Hinge Sag Predicted P«! .0001 RSq=0.88
RIV1SE=121.99

Summary of Pit
RSquare
RSquare Adj
Root Mean Square Error
Mean of Response
Oloservations (or Sum Wgts)

0.882021
0.864543
121.9938
452.3459
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Figure 4.1 Actual by predicted plot and summary of fit (Hinge Sag)

The actual by predicted plot in Figure 4.1 shows an Rsquare value of 0.88. This
means that the predicted hinge sag value fits 88% of the actual experimental hinge
sag values in the experiment. An Rsquare of 1 occurs when there is perfect fit. So,
based on the Rsquare value it can be determined that the model fits the experimental
data points very well.
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4.3.2 Parameter estimates
The parameter estimates table shows the estimates of the parameters in the
linear model. It provides the model with an equation for the best statistical surface.
Table 4.2 shows the parameter estimate table for the experiment at hand.

Table 4.2 Parameter Estimate table
^Parameter Estimates
Term

Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>|

Intercept

-11774.61 1451.833

-8.11 <.0001

Hinge Thickness

12.049658 2^90793

5.26 <.0001

Pre Bal(e Temperature

33,106256 2.676664

12.37 <.0001

(Hinge Thicl(ness-619.875)*(Pre Bake Temperature-140.313)

0.7796499 0.285722

2.73 0,0110

(Pre Bake Temperature-140.313)*(Pre Bake Temperature-140.313)

1.6673669 0.454875

3.67 0.0011

Term names the estimated parameter in the model. Estimate lists the
parameter estimate for each term. They are coefficients of the linear model found by
least squares. 'STD Error' is standard error, an estimate of the standard deviation of
the distribution of the parameter estimate. This is used to construct t tests and
confidence intervals for the parameter. T ratio is a statistic that tests if the true
parameter is zero. 'Prob>|tr is the probability of getting an even greater t statistic
given that the hypothesis that the parameter is zero. Probabilities of less than 0.05 are
often considered as significant evidence that the effect of the parameter is not zero.
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Based on the terms described above the equation for hinge sag based on this
model would be as follows:

Hinge Sage = [-11775 + (12.05*Hinge Thickness) + (33.11*Pre Bake
temperature) + {0.78*(Hinge Thickness - 619.88)*(Pre Bake Temperature 140.13)} + {1.67*(Pre Bake Temperature -140)^}].

4.3.3 Effect tests
The effect tests are joint tests that all the parameters for an individual effect
are zero. The F ratio in the effect test table is the F statistic for testing that the effect is
zero. 'Prob >|F|' is the significance probability for the F ratio. It is the probability
that is the Null Hypothesis is true, a larger F statistic would occur only due to random
error. A value of less than 0.05 indicates statistical significance of that source factor.
Table 4.3 shows the Effect test table for this particular model.

Table 4.3 Effect test table
•r Effect Teste
Source
Kinge Thickness
Pre Bake Temper^ure
Hinge Thickness'Pre Bake Temperature
Pre Bake Temperature'Pre Bake Temperature

Npami'
1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

Ff?atio

Prob>F

411768B 27.6680
22767115 152.9792
110812.0
7.4458
199965.2 13.4363

«.0001
<.0001
0.0110
0.0011

The F ratio indicates that Pre-bake temperature has the highest effect on hinge
sag. Next in line is Hinge thickness. Prob>F shows that all four terms have significant
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effect on hinge sag based on the fact that all the values are less than 0.05. Pre Bake
temperature and Hinge Sag have the highest significance. The Crossed term between
Hinge Thickness and Pre Bake temperature has the least effect of the four terms even
though it is still statistically significant.

4.3.4 The prediction profiler
The Prediction Profiler displays prediction traces for each of the variables. A
prediction tiace is the predicted response as one variable is changed while the others
are held constant. The prediction plots have the following characteristics:
•

The low and high values show on the X-axis for each factor. The vertical
dotted line shows the current value of the X-axis. The current value can be
changed by clicking the graph or by dragging the dotted line anywhere in the
graph.

•

The horizontal dotted line shows the current predicted value of each Y
variable for the current value of X.

•

The importance of a factor can be assessed to some extent by the steepness of
the prediction tiace.

•

If there are interaction effects or cross product effects in the model, the
prediction traces can shift their slope and curvature as the current values are
changed. If there are no interaction effects, the traces only change in height,
not slope or shape.

The Prediction profile for the current experiment is shown in Figure 4.2
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Figure 4.2: Prediction profile for Hinge Sag model

The prediction profile in Figure 4.2 shows a higher slope in the increasing.
Hinge Sage as the temperature is increased at any constant hinge thickness. It also
indicates that as hinge thickness is increased at any constant temperature hinge sag
increases. Finally the rise in hinge sagfromP2 to P3 is higher than therisefromPI to
P2. In other words, the slope of the curve from P2 to P3 is steeper than the curve from
PI to P2 at any given thickness. Overall the higher the thickness the higher the sag,
and also the higher the pre bake temperature the higher the sag. The slope between
the three different hinge thickness levels do not seem to vary indicating a linear
increase in hinge sag with the gradual increase of hinge thickness.
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These results are in coherence with what is expected. Due to the increase of
dislocations among thicker hinges, a hinge that is relatively thicker is expected to
show higher sag properties. Also an increase in temperature is going to make the
hinge expand resulting in higher sag. The linear increase of sag, with the gradual
increase of hinge thickness suggests that within the range of the experiment, hinge
sag is directly proportional to hinge thickness.

4.3.5 Contour profiler
Contour profiling in JMP^^ allows interactive contour profiling (Fig. 4.3)
This is usefiil for optimizing response surfaces graphically. Slider contiols allow a
resultant factor to be displayed based on two other factors. As a result, a predicted Y
value can be shown at any combination of the X values.
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Figure 4.3: Contour profile of Hinge Sag
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The contour plot in the image is predicting a hinge sag of Y for a hinge thickness of H
and a Pre Bake Temperature of P.

4.3.6 Contour plot
The contour plot constructs contours of a response in a rectangular coordinate
system. This plot is the most critical plot for this DOE because it graphically
summarizes the results of the entire experiment. The contour plot for the experiment
performed is given in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 Contour plot of hinge sag versus hinge thickness versus pre bake
temperature
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The contour plot establishes the high and low regions for hinge sag. The plot
indicates clearly that a higher pre bake temperature and larger hinge thickness
translate to larger hinge sag. The plot also indicates that Pre Bake temperature has a
much larger impact on hinge sag than does hinge thickness.

4.4 Altemative hinge sag DOE analysis (2"*^ model with 85% data fit)
It had been observed during the first model, that the cross term between the
hinge thickness and the pre bake temperature seemed to have to lowest significance
of the four factors that had been used. So, after additional research an altemative
model was designed ignoring the cross term. The analysis is described in the
following sections.

4.4.1 Actual by predicted plot and summary of fit (altemative model)
The actual by predicted plot in this case had an Rsquare value of 0.85. This
value indicates a fit of 85%. Even though it is lower compared to the 88% found in
the first analysis, it is still quite high. Figure 4.5 shows the actual by predicted plot
and summary of fit for the altemative model.
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Figure 4.5: Actual by predicted plot and summary of fit (alternative model)

4.4.2 Parameter estimates (altemative model)
The parameter estimate table for the altemative model is shown in table 4.4

Table 4.4 Parameter estimate table (altemative model)
^ PdrsiDGtor EstimdtGS

••iss»!»sa««5«i!»!»»»K«s«ii

Term

^•j^yi'!f.':.'^.if^'yi:fs.ii^M?!i'M-&^MM

Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>|ti

Intercept

41901.17 1609.474

-7.39 <.0001

Hinge Thickness

12.295108 2.538867

4.84 <.0001

Pre Bake Temperature

32.922033 2.967869

11.09 <.0001

(Pre Bake Temperature-140.313)*(Pre Bake Temperature-140.313)

1.7200934 0.504068

3.41 0.0020

Compared to the estimate table of the first model, this model has one less
factor. The cross term between hinge thickness and pre bake temperature has been
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omitted. So, even though the percentage of fit for the second model is lower than the
first one, the ability to reduce an extra term makes the model attractive. Based on the
table, the altemative equation for hinge sag can be written as:

Hinge Sag = [-11901 + (12.30*Hinge Thickness) + (32.92*Pre Bake temperature)
+ {1.72*(Pre Bake Temperature -140)^}].

4.4.3 Effect tests (altemative model)
The effect table for the altemative model is given in table 4.5

Table 4.5 Effect test table (altemative model)
^ Effect Teste
Source

Npartn

DF Sum of Squares

Hinge Thickness
Pre Bake Temperature

1
1

1
1

Pre Bake Temperalure*Pre Bake Temperature

1

1

F Ratio

Prob>F

429376.8 23.4523
2252877.6 123.0506

<.0001
<.0001

213196.7

11.6447

0.0020

As stated earlier a value of less the 0.05 for 'Prob>F' indicates statistical
significance of the parameter as far as the model is concerned. Based on that it is
apparent from the table that all the parameters have considerable significance. The
last row shows that the significance of the squared value of Pre-bake temperature has
changed a little bit from the previous model. Nevertheless the value is well within the
95% confidence limit.
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4.4.4 The prediction profiler (altemative model)
The prediction profile for the altemative model is similarly shown in Figure
4.6
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Figure 4.6: Prediction profile for the altemative model

Similarly to the first model, the prediction profile shows as hinge thickness
increases at any constant temperature, hinge sag increases. Also, similar to the first
model, the rise in hinge sag from P2 to P3 is higher than the rise from PI to P2. In
other words, the slope of the curve from P2 to P3 is steeper than the curve from PI to
P2 at any given thickness. Overall the higher the thickness the higher the sag, and
also the higher the pre bake temperature the higher the sag. These outcomes, which
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are identical to the original model, are expected, due to the same reasons discussed in
section 4.3.4.

4.4.5 Contour profiler (altemative model)
The dials in the contour profile of this image (Fig. 4.7) have been adjusted to
show the same values for Hinge Thickness and Pre Bake temperature as a means to
compare predicted hinge sage in both models. It can be seen that the hinge sag is
identical in both models. This indicates that the second model can describe the
distribution almost as good as the first one without the extia parameter, making the
second model preferable to thefirstone.
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Figure 4.7: Contour profiler of the altemative model
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4.4.6 Contour plot (alternative modeH
Finally the contour plot for the second model is shown in Figure 4.8 to be able
to compare the overall model with thefirstmodel.

Figure 4.8: Contour plot (altemative model)
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Based on the contour plot from the second model, hinge thickness has a higher
effect on hinge sag than it was predicted in the first model. Other than that, both
models are relatively similar.

4.5 Choice of model
Based on the results and comparisons of both models shown in the preceding
sections the second choice seems to be a better choice in predicting hinge sag. The
first model fits the data more closely than the altemative one. So, definitely it is going
to be able to give a closer prediction to practical situations. On the other hand the
altemative model fits the data pretty closely too, even though not as much as the first
one. But the advantage is the exclusion of one term, making the calculations less
cumbersome and easier in practical situations.

4.6 VB50 analysis
As T4 VB50 among die shifted negligibly compared to Tl VB50, and due to
an increase in shorts at T4, enough data could not be gathered to compare actual
hinge sag to VB50. Recommendations for future experiments in relating hinge sag to
VB50 is discussed in the next chapter.
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4.7 Life test resuhs
Resuhs for the 9 die that had been submitted for the 1000-hour reliability life test is
summarized in the table below.

Table 4.6: Life test results
Total Time = 966 hours
'^'T~'
Hinge
Pre bake
Thickness temperature

HI
HI
HI
H3
H3
H3

H3
H2
H2

P2
PI
P3
P1
P2
P3
P2
P3
PI

0

345

6
3
1
2
0
1
1
1
2

4
2
1
2
0
1
1
1
11

506
4
2
1
2
0
1
1
1
20

Increase :
in Stuck ;
966 mirrors Status

4
2
1
2
0
1
1
1
51

-2 P
-1 P
0P
0P
0P
0P
0P
0P

49 ^ ^

VBSO (966 hr-Ohr)
1.69
2.03
0 99
2.55
2.25
0.89
2.14
1.63
2.31
H

Life test results indicate that there was only one fail dining the reliability test.
The failure occurred at the median H2 hinge thickness and PI pre bake temperature
group. The failed die was submitted for characterization and results are discussed in
the following section. On the other hand, all die experienced some shift in VB50
readings after the 'thousand hour' test was completed. The interesting fact to notice is
that the die that was baked at a pre bake temperature of P3 experienced the lowest
shift in VB50 with an average of 1.17 volts. Die that was baked at a temperature of
PI experienced the highest shift in VB50 with an average shift of 2.29 votts. Other
than that, all the devices passed the life test. The VB50 shift among die from 0 hours
to 966 hours can be better explained by the graphs in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.9: Landing voltage shift from 0 to 966 hours (- side)

L-axbding Voltagie ( P l u s Side)

Figure 4.10: Landing voltage shift from 0 to 966 hours (+ side)
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As has been explained previously, the 5/95 reliability test is a test where the
mirrors are switched to the minus side 95timesand to the positive side 5 times every
unit time period. It is observed in the graph that the average bias voltage shifts
downwards on the minus side and upwards on the plus side if compared within 0 and
966 hours. Also, the shift on the negative side is higher than the shift on the positive
side. This phenomenon is perfectly justified by the hinge memory theory that has
been explained previously. Since the mirrors have been switching to the negative side
much more than the positive side, the hinges become slightly torqued towards the
negative side and less bias voltage is needed to land the mirrors on that side.
The fact that a plastic creep effect creating greater torque is observed at lower
temperatures has also been discussed previously. That is the reason for a greater bias
voltage shift at PI compared to P3.

4.8 Characterization results of failed die
The failed die was submitted for BAM mapping, where the landing and the
release of both the plus side and the minus side are mapped for the device. Figure
4.11 shows the landing of the mirrors on the plus and minus side.
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Increase^in Bias Voltage
Land Minus

*-

Increase in Bias Voltage
Land Plus

Figure 4.11: BAM map of failed die (Landing + and - side)

The images are consistent with the landing curves, the minus side of the
landing requires less voltage than the plus side, because as discussed earlier, the 5/95
test creates a hinge torque to the minus side. Figure 4.12 shows the release of the
mirrors on the plus and minus side.
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Figure 4.12: BAM map of failed die (Release + and - side)
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The images of the release curves explain the reason behind the failing die. The
life test die was shown to be failing due to an increase in stuck mirrors. The release
map on the minus side shows the average release voltage drop to be higher than
expected. There are also a lot of stuck mirrors that are not released at all. This is due
to the fact that the mirrors have to overcome the added pressure of the torqued hinge
when releasing on the minus side and a lot of mirrors are not being able to do so. This
is consistent with the hinge memory phenomenon. This is the reason for the die to fail
in the lower temperature region. Figures 4.13 and 4.14 are images of release voltage
shift curves similar to Figures 4.9 and 4.10.
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Figure 4.13: Release voltage shift from 0 to 966 hours (- side)
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Mcreu« in Bias Volag«

Figure 4.14: Release voltage shift from 0 to 966 hours (+ sidej

Considering Figures 4.13 and 4.14, it can be observed that similar to the
landing curves, the release curves shift downwards with the progress oftime,on the
minus side and shift upwards on the plus side. Thistianslatesinto a smaller voltage
drop required to release the mirror on the plus side compared to the minus side. As a
result of the much higher voltage drop requirement on the minus side, the device
failed the life test due to stuck mirrors.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

Based on the results of this project a relationship within Hinge Thickness, Pre
Bake temperature and hinge sag had been established for 14 micron Digital
Micromirror Devices. The two models have yielded two separate equations in
calculating hinge sag, if Hinge Thickness and Pre-bake temperature data is available.
The major contributor for hinge sag has been established to be Pre-bake
temperature, the same as 17-micron devices. But it has also been proven that the
thickness of the hinge also has an impact on hinge sag. As a whole, the analysis of
data in Chapter 4 shows that an increase in pre-bake temperature leads to greater
hinge sag. An increase in hinge thickness also leads to greater hinge sag. But the rise
in hinge sag is steeper with the increase of pre-bake temperature than it is with an
increase in hinge thickness, suggesting that pre-bake effects hinge sag more than
hinge thickness. The devices that have been put on life test confirm the prediction that
greater 'hinge memory' properties are demonstiated at lower temperatures.
Correlation of experimental and modeled data have shown a similarity of 88% for the
first model and 85% for the second model. Based on the above it can be concluded
that the Design of Experiments for predicting hinge sag has been successful.
Further research in this matter would be to conduct a controlled experiment to
tty and establish a relationship between hinge sag and VB50. Even though it is clear
from this experiment that VB50 definitely experiences some shift due to hinge sag.
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lack of data points due to fall out of die at T4 has resulted in a shortage of sample
reading for VB50 calculations. A prediction equation for VB50 that would be similar
to the hinge sag equations of this project was not possible. The experiment needed for
this purpose needs be on a much larger scale with a greater amount of die and a lot
more time consuming.
The next step would also be to take into consideration all the other parameters
that limit the range of Hinge Thickness and Pre-bake temperature, and then tighten
the specs in the PCD based on hinge sag predictions provided by this research. Once
the Hinge Thickness and Pre-bake temperature specs have been adjusted, it is also
necessary to conduct a similar DOE on a much smaller scale, to confirm that the
prediction matches thefieldresults.
As a result of this project, fall outs due to hinge sag could greatly be reduced,
causing an improvement in yield among the 14-micron devices, a reduction in cost
and better customer satisfaction.
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